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First, take out the top section to install by this lighting parts



Restore the bases and remove the white parts in middle
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Split the 4 corners and install the lighting round plates on their bases



Stuck the wires into the middle area
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For the lighting cone, push it to the middle by the gap of the parts
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Install the cone and the lighting plates as shown
And remember the connector and the wires have to face the back side of the
building



Pick any corner and one of these lighting parts
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For the building, split it as shown



Detach the side and the arches in the red circle will no longer be needed
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Detach the parts as shown



Then to the middle wall, similar as previous step replace the lighting arches
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Install the lighting arches and place the one close to the connector on top



Now for the other side, replace the lighting arches, the arches in red circle not
longer needed
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Before installing the next corner, pick the corner next to the one you just done
installation (it can be distinguished by the tile or the plate at corner, check the blue
circle) and the connector MUST BE male to female
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The first corner is done
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Repeat the steps from previous corner, all 4 corners are connected then it’s done



Then restore the middle room and the top level
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Restore the corners, stuck the wires to the middle area then restore the tiles
Leave the connectors facing the back of the building to be disconnected, the rest 3
sides are connected



For the poles, install the lighting round plates right under the dishes on top of it
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There should be 2 connectors are empty, pull the FEMALE connector out and hide
the other one



Detach the side white plates, stuck the wires to the side bottom
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To restore the poles, put the one with shorter cable on back side



Do the same thing for the other side
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Restore the side plates



Connect the cables with the top part building
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Make sure both connectors are facing the back of the building



Connect all the connectors to the USB cable
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Combine the building, the wire can be placed between the studs and stabled by the
tile


